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•  DefiniCon: a perennial body of ice that moves over 
land/water and forms from the accumulaCon and 
compacCon of snow   

–  Flows down‐slope from their own weight and gravity 

–  Flows due to the processes of gravity, sublimaCon and 
pressure melCng 
•  SublimaCon – directly from solid to gas 
•  Pressure melCng – pressure forces water to open areas to refreeze 

Glaciers 

Kevin Mullins, Flagstaff 



Global Glacier Volume 

Region  Volume 
(106 km3) 

Sea level Equivialent 
(m) 

East AntarcCc Ice Sheet  22  52 

West AntarcCc Ice Sheet  2  5 

Ice Shelves  1  ‐ 

Peripheral Ice Caps  0.5  0.4 

Greenland Ice Sheet  3  7 

Rest of World  0.5  0.3 

Marshall (2012) 



East AntarcCc 
Ice Sheet Stable 

West AntarcCc 
Ice Sheet Unstable 

Temperature Change over 50 years 

NASA/GSFC ScienCfic 
VisualizaCon Studio 



Glacier Terminology 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Types of Glaciers 
•  Alpine – confined by surrounding bedrock; relaCvely small (Alps, Alaska) 

–  Cirque – semicircular basins on mountainsides or heads of valleys 
–  Valley – conform to pre‐exisCng valleys (U‐shaped) 
–  Ice caps – tops of mountains (Himalayas) 

•  Piedmont – Alpine glacier that reaches lowlands and spreads outs 

•  Tidewater – piedmonts or valleys that reach sea water 

•  ConCnental ice‐sheet – Greenland/AntarcCca 

•  Rock – surfaced by rock, fragments and unconsolidated material 

Kevin Mullins, Flagstaff 



Types of Glaciers 
Alpine 

Muddy River Glacier, Frederick Sound, Alaska (1948) 

Kevin Mullins, Flagstaff 



ExtremIceSurvey.org 

Alpine Glacier 



Types of Glaciers 
Piedmont 

Bylot Island glacier 

Kevin Mullins, Flagstaff 



Types of Glaciers 
Piedmont 

Elephant Foot Glacier, NE‐Greenland 

GEUS 



Types of Glaciers 
Tidewater 

Outlet glaciers, Royal Society Fiord, Nunavut Bay, Canada 

Kevin Mullins, Flagstaff 



Types of Glaciers 
Ice sheets/Caps 

Ice cap complex, Iceland 

Kevin Mullins, Flagstaff 



Glacier Budget 
•  DefiniCon : difference between annual gain and loss 
of snow and ice 
– When accumulaCon exceeds ablaCon the net budget is 
posiCve and glacier grows 

•  Zones : 
–  AccumulaCon – area where precipitaCon is adding snow & 
ice to glacier 

–  AblaCon – area where ice is removed by melCng, 
sublimaCon, wind‐erosion (ablaCon), and someCmes 
calving 

–  Equilibrium line – separated the two areas (where process 
is balanced) 

 
  Kevin Mullins, Flagstaff 



Glacial Zones 

Kevin 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Ice tongue calving 2010  
Petermann Glacier, Greenland 

NASA 



Petermann 
Gletscher 
 
Central melt 
Channel 
 
2009 

Greenpeace 



Glacial Flow 
•  Glaciers always move from zone of accumulaCon to zone 

of ablaCon 
–  AccumulaCon zone – glacier and ice move downward relaCve to 
glacier bed 

–  AblaCon zone – glacier and ice move outward and up 

•  Internal deformaCon – movement within ice due to 
fractures, gravity and ice crystals deforming 

•  Basal sliding – pressure and temperature cause melCng 
at ice/ground interface creaCng less fricCon 

Kevin Mullins, Flagstaff 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Park Service 



Rice University 

Greenland 
AntarcCca 

Petermann 
Glacier 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Glacial Flow (velocity) 

•  Temperature impacts velocity 
–  Generally – closer ice is to melCng point the faster it flows 
–  Angle of slope impacts velocity 
–  Terminus “floaCng” impacts velocity 

•  Surge – periods of increased velocity 
– Weather paferns 
–  Calving 
–  AccumulaCon of water near terminus 



hfp://extremeicesurvey.org/ 



Glacier Dynamics 

ConservaCon of Mass 

ConservaCon of Momentum 

ConservaCon of Energy 

thinning. The repeats were always within 300m of each
other, with a root-mean-square deviation of 63 and 73m for
the track over the central channel and the ambient ice shelf,
respectively (not shown). From the transects of MODIS
surface reflectance gradients (Fig. 6), there was negligible
lateral migration of the central channel during this period.
The ISR-derived ice draft data show dramatic changes in the
central channel within !10 km of the grounding line
between 2002 and 2010 (Fig. 8b); draft changed from
400m in 2002 and 2007 to !100–150m in 2010. There was
no discernible change on the ambient ice shelf, apart from
the downstream migration of !100m high perturbations in
the ice base (Fig. 8a).

We use the ISR ice thickness and corresponding ATM
elevation data to quantify ice-thickness change along these
flight lines. Using only surface elevation data from the ATM,
we define an average ice thickness in hydrostatic equi-

librium, bH, as the integral from near the grounding line at
y1 " 2 km to some distance y2 > y1 along the ice shelf with
L " y2 # y1:

bH$x, t% " 1=L

Z y2

y1

H$x, y, t% dy $2%

This reduces the noise of point-by-point elevation compar-
isons of a moving ice shelf with rough surface topography

such as PG (for other examples see Thomas and others,
2009; Schenk and Csatho, 2012).

Figure 9a and b show H$y% and bH, respectively, for the
central channel and the ambient ice shelf for 2007 and
2010. Taking the 2012 terminus location as the limit, i.e.

y2 " 48 km, we find that the value of bH decreased from
216m in 2007 to 203m in 2010 over the central channel,
and from 352 to 339m on the ambient ice shelf over the
same period (Fig. 9b; Table 4). We estimate that the floating
ice shelf thinned by an average of 13m along ice flowlines
between 2007 and 2010. Note that the 2007 observations
were taken in the summer after some seasonal surface
melting had taken place, while the 2010 observations were
taken in the spring when there was no surface melting. The
actual time separation of the two profiles is 2.53 years.

Based on this comparison, the annual rate of hydrostatic
thinning from 2007 to 2010 is 5.0ma–1 for both the ambient
ice shelf and the central channel. This corresponds to a
surface lowering of !0.53ma–1 and is comparable to both
the linear trend of ICESat across-shelf averaged elevation
data of #0:33& 0:26ma–1 for track 220 (Fig. 5; Table 4) and
the regional value of #0:25& 0:06m a–1 estimated by
Gardner and others (2013) for all of north central Greenland.

DISCUSSION

The vertically averaged conservation of mass gives

@H=@t 'r$~uH% " _a# _m, $3%

where H is the ice thickness, ~u " $u, v% is the vertically
averaged velocity vector with across- and along-stream

Fig. 7. Ice-shelf profiles of PG from ISR and ATM for 28 May 2002.
(a) Surface elevation from ATM, (b) ambient ice shelf and (c) central
channel. Vertical reference is the EGM2008 geoid. The ATM
bottom traces are surface elevations scaled for hydrostatically
floating ice.

Fig. 8. ISR-derived ice draft and elevation along flowlines for
(a) ambient ice shelf and (b) central melt channel for 2002, 2007
and 2010. Notice the retreat and steepening of the central melt
channel from 2002 to 2010 towards the grounding line.
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balances an accumulation rate. In a situation where the ice
thickness is uniform the input of snow should require the
flow to accelerate. The assumption of quasi-uniform flow
states that when sufficiently short wavelengths are being
considered, the mean flow velocity does not increase
substantially over this length scale and can be regarded as
constant. The errors associated with this assumption obvi-
ously deteriorate as wavelength increases. We shall not be
considering this in detail as at long wavelengths the SIA,
which does not explicitly need to consider this singularity,
holds anyhow.
[9] The paper plan is to present the basic equations for

slow isothermal flow, to define several Stokes flows approx-
imants, and to describe how these equations are linearized
and their relaxation spectra computed. Comparisons are
made as a function of wavelength, slip ratio, and basal
physics.

2. Stokes Equations

[10] The setup of flow down an infinite plane is illustrated
in Figure 1. Dimensional quantities are represented by a
tilde and nondimensional quantities without a tilde. Fourier
transforms are represented by a caret. The coordinates are
(~x, ~y, ~z), where ~z is perpendicular to the base plane and ~x is
in the zeroth-order flow direction. The ~z direction is called
‘‘vertical,’’ and the ~r = (~x, ~y) plane is called ‘‘horizontal.’’
The upper and lower surfaces are given by ~z = ~s(~r, ~t) and
~z = ~b(~r, ~t), respectively, the thickness of the ice is given
by ~H(~r, ~t) = ~s(~r, ~t) ! ~b(~r, ~t), and ~t represents time.
Subscripts (b) and (s) indicate evaluation at the surface or
base, respectively. The operators rrrH and rrrH" represent the
horizontal gradient and divergence, respectively.
[11] The three-dimensional velocity field is conveniently

represented by the vertical velocity ~w and the horizontal

velocity vector ~u = (~ux, ~uy), and we also use ~v = (~ux, ~uy, ~w).
The governing equations, which apply to all ~r, are

rrrrH"~u# @~z~w $ 0; ~b % ~z % ~s; &1'

rrrr " ~S# ~r~g $ 0; ~b % ~z % ~s; &2'

~S s& ' " n s& ' $ 0; ~z $ ~s; &3'

v b& ' $ 0; no slip;

equation 6& '; n b& ' " v b& ' $ 0; sliding;

9

=

;

~z $ ~b: &4'

Here, equation (1) expresses conservation of mass in the ice;
equations (2), (3), and (4) describe conservation of
momentum in the ice, where ~S is the stress tensor, ~r is
the density of ice, ~g = ~g(!, 0, !1) is the gravitational
acceleration vector, and n is the normal vector at the
indicated surface. The horizontal component of gravity !~g is
functionally equivalent to a slope of !. The constitutive
relations comprise (1) a nonlinear viscous relationship
within the ice:

~e $ ~Ac ~tj jn!1 ~T; &5'

where ~e is the strain rate tensor, ~t is a second invariant of
the deviator stress tensor, ~T, n is the Glen index, and Ãc is a
rate factor; and (2) an isotropic sliding relation of the form

~uk b& ' $ ~As
~Tt b& '
!

!

!

!

‘!1~Tt b& '=~p
n
e ; &6'

Figure 1. Illustration of the problem setup and coordinate system.
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Stress tensor generally NOT proporConal to 
strain tensor (Non‐Newtonian Fluid) 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Note: This script is largely based on the Physics of Glaciers I lecture notes by Martin
Lüthi and Martin Funk, ETH Zurich, Switzerland and Greve and Blatter (2009).

1 Flow relation for polycrystalline ice

The most widely used flow relation for glacier ice is (Glen, 1955; Steinemann, 1954)

!̇ij = A"n!1#(d)
ij . (1)

with n ! 3, and where !̇ij and #(d)
ij are the strain rate tensor and the deviatoric stress

tensor, respectively. The rate factor A = A(T ) depends on temperature and other
parameters like water content, impurity content and crystal size. The quantity " is the
second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor. Several properties of Equation (1) are
noteworthy:

• Elastic e!ects are neglected. This is reasonable if processes on the time scale of
days and longer are considered.

• Stress and strain rate are collinear, i.e. a shear stress leads to shearing strain rate,
a compressive stress to a compression strain rate, and so on.

• Only deviatoric stresses lead to deformation rates, isotropic pressure alone cannot
induce deformation. Ice is an incompressible material (no volume change, except
for elastic compression). This is expressed as

!̇ii = 0 "# $vx
$x

+
$vy
$y

+
$vz
$z

= 0

1

Strain rate tensor relates to stress tensor: 

Glacier Dynamics McCarthy Summer School 2012

• A Newtonian viscous fluid, like water, is characterized by the viscosity !

"̇ij =
1

2!
#(d)
ij . (2)

By comparison with Equation (1) we find that viscosity of glacier ice is

! =
1

2A$n!1
.

• Polycrystalline glacier ice is a viscous fluid with a stress dependent viscosity
(or, equivalently, a strain rate dependent viscosity). Such a material is called a
non-Newtonian fluid, or more specifically a power-law fluid.

• Polycrystalline glacier ice is treated as an isotropic fluid. No preferred direction
(due to crystal orientation fabric) appears in the flow relation. This is a crude
approximation to reality, since glacier ice usually is anisotropic, although to varying
degrees.

Many alternative flow relations have been proposed that take into account the compress-
ibility of firn at low density, the anisotropic nature of ice, microcracks and damaged ice,
the water content, impurities and di!erent grain sizes. Glen’s flow law is still widely used
because of its simplicity and ability to approximately describe most processes relevant
to glacier dynamics at large scale.

1.1 Inversion of the flow relation

The flow relation of Equation (1) can be inverted so that stresses are expressed in terms
of strain rates. Multiplying equation (1) with itself gives

"̇ij "̇ij = A2$2(n!1)#(d)
ij #(d)

ij (multiply by
1

2
)

1

2
"̇ij "̇ij

! "# $
!̇2

= A2$2(n!1) 1

2
#(d)
ij #(d)

ij
! "# $

"2

where we have used the definition for the e!ective strain rate %̇ = "̇e, in analogy to the
e!ective shear stress $ = #e

%̇ =

%
1

2
"̇ij "̇ij . (3)

This leads to a relation between tensor invariants

%̇ = A$n . (4)

Coincidentally this is also the equation to describe simple shear, the most important part
of ice deformation in glaciers

%̇xz = A#(d)
xz

n . (5)

2

“Viscosity” depends on “effecCve stress” <‐‐‐> Yikes  



Estuarine CirculaCons: 

Salt‐wedge, 
Hudson River 

PaCally‐mixed, 
Delaware Estuary 
(neap Cde) 
 

Well‐mixed, 
Delaware Estuary 
(spring Cde) 

Fjord‐type, 
Pudget Sound 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Figure 1 | Summer 2009 and winter 2010 surveys of Sermilik Fjord.
MODIS image of Sermilik Fjord showing the 2009 and 2010 station
position, including the position of Helheim’s front. The magenta line
indicates the along-fjord axis used in Fig. 3.

that the circulation at the ice edge is strongly influenced by the
density contrast between PW and STW, the seasonal runoff from
the glacier and the vigorous circulation of the fjord.

In summer (winter), the STW in Sermilik Fjord were 0.7 (1)
kgm!3 denser than the PW, resulting in a strongly stratified
interface, between the depths of 150 and 250m (Fig. 2). This
interface is a stratification maximum in winter, when the PW are
mostly unstratified, and is the base of an increasingly stratified
layer in summer, when the surface layer is a mixture of PW and
fresher waters (Fig. 2c). The temperatures of the waters differed in
summer and winter, suggesting that melting is driven by both water
masses in summer but only by STW in winter, when PW are at
freezing temperatures (Fig. 2a). Our surveys, furthermore, revealed
that STW were almost 1 "C warmer in winter (Fig. 2a, consistent
with the seasonal cycle on the shelf14), raising the possibility that
wintermelt ratesmight be larger than those in summer.

Complex circulation near the ice edge
Submarine melting results from a transport of heat to the ice
edge associated with an inflow of ‘warm’, ambient water and
an outflow of a ‘cold’ mixture of ambient water, meltwater and
runoff (glacially modified water, GMW). In the idealized estuarine
tidewater glacier system, this transport is driven by entrainment
in the subglacial discharge plume—that is by the glacier itself. In
Sermilik Fjord, however, the net heat transport is probably due
to a more complex circulation driven by external forcing (such

as wind, tides and exchanges with the shelf) as well as by the
glacier. Evidence of such a circulation was found in 2008 (ref. 14),
in the lower half of the fjord, and in 2009, when we measured
velocities within 20 km of Helheim Glacier. These data show that
the instantaneous circulation is dominated by fast currents which
reverse with depth and in time, probably wind-driven transients14
and internal seiches20 (see Supplementary Information). These
externally forced flows probably contribute to the heat transport
but, also, cause it to vary greatly over hours and days—suggesting
that instantaneous velocity measurements cannot be used to infer
the mean heat transport (see Supplementary Information). The
alternative approach used here is to qualitatively reconstruct the
mean, heat-transporting circulation by identifying the pathways of
GMW outflow and ambient water inflow. To do this, we make
several assumptions. First, we assume that the distribution of
properties reflects the weekly to monthly averaged circulation—as
opposed to the high frequency flows observed. This is legitimate
for the observed flow speeds and periods shorter than a day (which
includes tides, barotropic and internal seiches) as they will mostly
transport properties back and forth over tens of kilometres or less.
Second, we assume that the circulation is mostly two-dimensional
in the along-fjord direction. This assumption is supported by the
limited across-fjord variability observed both in 2008 and 2009
and is consistent with the fact that Sermilik is a narrow fjord,
not strongly influenced by rotation. Third, we assume that the
properties within the fjord are primarily controlled by the exchange
with the shelf, at the mouth, and the interaction with Helheim
Glacier at the head, whereas surface fluxes have limited impact.
This is justified both in summer, when the surface fluxes are small
and confined to a thin surface layer, and in winter, when the
fjord is mostly insulated by sea ice. At the mouth, rapid fjord/shelf
exchange14 will tend to restore the fjord’s properties to those of the
ambient waters on the shelf, which, because of their large volume,
are unaffected by the glacier. At the ice/ocean boundary, freshening
and cooling of the fjord’s waters will result from melting of ice and
from glacial runoff21,22. Finally, except for a narrow boundary layer
at the ice edge, where vertical motions are expected to dominate,
we assume the circulation in the fjord to be horizontal, consistent
with mostly flat isopycnals (except near the glacier) and the large
stratification we observe.

As vertical gradients dominate the along-fjord sections of tem-
perature and salinity (Fig. 3a–d) we use along-fjord anomalies—
defined as the change at a constant depth (or, for much of the
fjord, along an isopycnal) from conditions 37 km into the fjord
(# section 3, characteristic of the ‘mouth’ without the mouth’s
large temporal variability)—to infer the circulation at the ice edge
(Fig. 3e–h). In these maps GMW are identified as anomalies that
decay away from the ice, whereas ambient waters are associated
with zero anomalies. (The tidewater estuarine circulation10,12 would
be associated with zero anomalies everywhere, except in a surface
layer possessing negative temperature and salinity anomalies. If one
also included vertical mixing throughout the fjord, then one would
expect progressive warming of the surface outflowing layer and
cooling beneath it.) We start with winter when glacial runoff is
limited and melting is driven by STW only. Two distinct GMW
layers are visible: (1) at the surface (sGMW), characterized by weak
cold, fresh anomalies and (2) at 200m at the PW/STW interface
(iGMW), characterized by waters which are colder and fresher than
STW but warmer and saltier than PW (Fig. 3f and h). The same two
GMW layers are observed in summer, although the sGMW layer
is considerably thicker and fresher and the iGMW is fresher than
PW (Fig. 3e and g). Because of entrainment these outflowing GMW
layers must be compensated by inflow of ambient waters towards
the glacier. Several zero anomaly layers in the anomalymaps suggest
that this inflow occurs both within the PW and the STW layers
(Fig. 3e–h). Finally, a weaker cooling and freshening of the entire
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